Module 3: Types of Sources & Parameters

Learning Outcomes

Students will identify appropriate types of information.

Students will select relevant books, articles, reference materials, etc.

Video Script

Scene: in a classroom 574b (Kayla and Jeremy chat; other students in seats; Mark plays the professor)

Kayla: Hey hows it going?

Jeremy: ugh, hey... are you working on your paper yet?

Kayla: Oh yea, I have a specific research question now, came up with some key words to search on my topic, and even have a few books to get me started.

Jeremy: (groan/sigh) I totally need to get moving on this paper.

Kayla: I got some great help from the librarian the other day - why don't you try the library after class?

Jeremy: hmm, maybe... we need some books, articles and websites for this paper right?

Kayla: yea... but first you need to decide on your research question!

Jeremy: (both laugh) yea that would be a start! I'll think about it on my way over to the library later. Thanks!